Genetically heterogenous mouse population served as the basis for experiment designed to select mice for the high levels of extrapolation ability. Extrapolation task (which belongs to the category of cognitive tasks) was the following: hungry and thirsty mouse was placed in the experimental box facing the cup with milk which could be reached via the small opening in the frontal wall. After several seconds of drinking the food moved behind this wall to the right or to the left and disappeared from animal view. Mouse can find the food only if it moves in the direction of food movement. The direction could be chosen at random or based on animal apprehension of elementary logic of this task. Mice were selected not only for high scores of this task solution but also for lack of anxiety signs during test performance. Extrapolation task scores in selected strain mice were above the chance levels in F9 but non-significantly different from those of control unselected mouse population. The performance of F9 mice in the "puzzle box" cognitive test, based on animal tendency to avoid the brightly lit area in the dark compartment with increasing "difficulty" of reaching this compartment, was measured as mean escape latencies of the respective group. The latencies of mice from selected strain were significantly shorter than those of control animals. This fact is interpreted as the sign that the selection for one cognitive trait (yet still not efficient) resulted in positive changes in the ability to solve another cognitive task. The relationship of cognitive task solutions success and anxiety behavior scores in F9 is discussed.
Introduction
Animal reasoning ability (e.g. ability of an animal to apprehend the connections between objects and events in the environment) is the continuum of phenomena with mechanisms different from those of classical and instrumental conditioning [1] . The genetic component in the variability of learning capacities was proven in bothclassical genetic studies (selection experiments, mutations, interstrain differences) and in numerous studies with gene expression manipulations. The genetic control of cognitive traits (radial maze and Morris water maze performances) was also proven both as the existence of interstrain differences in rats and mice and in mice with knockouts (and knock-ins) of numerous genes, which participate in signaling cascades involved in plasticity of neuronal functions. At the same time, there were no selection experiments with selection for high scores of respective traits.
L. V. Krushinsky, the prominent Russian neurobiologist, introduced into the scientific practice the notion of animal reasoning. He and his colleagues performed experiments in which this ability was evaluated quantitatively [2] . The interspecies comparisons in experiments from Krushinsky's laboratory demonstrated the positive correlations between animal ability for extrapolation and the degree of brain complexity. The extrapolation capacity test implies that animal is able (or unable) to find the stimulus (usually food bait) which is initially available (via the narrow gap in the screen), but then starts movement to the left or to the right, disappearing from animal view behind the opaque screen. Animal can follow this movement for the certain distance (in the case of mouse experiment it is 1 cm). After the stimulus disappears from view animal can found it behind the screen if it moves in the respective direction. Thus the positive task solution is the approach to the food bait in its new position. Animal has to understand that the object, which disappears during this movement, still exists, which means that animal is able to operate the rule of "object permanence" according to J. Piaget [3] . The ability to extrapolate the direction of stimulus movement on the invisible part of its trajectory is another capacity which animal has to possess in order to be able to solve this task. The task success solution is estimated by the proportion of correct choices made by a given animal or a group of animals. It is obvious that the task solution during the first presentation is the most important score of this test as an animal, performing the extrapolation task for the first time, has no analogous previous experience and thus behaves according to its reasoning capacity. At the same time, in most experiments the task was presented for 6 times. Thus two scores were characteristic for the animal group-the proportion of correct solutions performed by this group at first task presentation and the similar score for their summed success for 1 -6 task presentations.
It was shown that rodents (rats and mice) of laboratory strains have the low capacity for extrapolation, while wild Norway rats and F1-2 hybrids of Norway rat x laboratory rats performed much more successfully. This fact was the indication of the plausible genetic bases of this ability and the attempt to select rats of this hybrid population for high extrapolation performance was performed in Krushinsky laboratory [4] . This selection experiment failed, as rats of F3-F-4 selection generations demonstrated the high level of anxiety behavior in the experimental box which made it impossible to test their extrapolation ability. Experiments with mice demonstrated that certain genetic groups (i.e. carrying robertsonian translocation-fusion of chromosomes nn. 8 and 17) were capable to solve the extrapolation task in statistically significant proportion of cases [5] . Thus while planning the new selection experiment in attempt to select mice for high extrapolation ability it was decided to select animals for two traits at a time-for high score of extrapolation task solution and for low anxiety signs during this test performance. Such signs of anxiety were-the chaotic "nervous" locomotion of an animal when it was placed in the experimental box, "the refusals" to approach food in the experimental situation and the "zero" solutions when animal did not approach the food (or the wrong place, where food was absent) during 120 sec. During the course of this experiment the response to selection for lower level of anxiety was evident-the significant decrease of "refusals" and "zero" solutions in selection generation in the selected strain (EX) took place in comparison to mice of non-selected control population (CoEX). The success of extrapolation task solutions could be estimated by the proportion of "correct" task solution which is significantly above the 50% level which is characteristic for the chance level of performance. The significant prevalence of correct choices in EX mice in F3 -F6 and in F8 was evident, although the performance of CoEx mice occasionally was significantly above the chance level as well [6] . The differences between the proportions of successful extrapolation task solutions between EX and CoEX mice in selection generations were either non-significant or absent. It means that there was no overt "response to selection" for this trait. Thus the goal of this paper was to analyze the behavior of F9 EX mice not only in extrapolation test but in other tests as well, comparing their performance to that of control ani-mals. These tests were "puzzle box test [7] and elevated plus maze (EPM) test.
Methods and Material
Animals. The selection of mice for high extrapolation ability was started on the basis of genetically heterogenic population (they were F4 hybrids of crosses between strains selected for large and small relative brain weight (descending from 6 inbred straions) [6] . The criteria for selecting animals as parents for the next generation were: correct task solution at the first extrapolation task presentation, the 5 -6 correct solution from 6 task presentations, lack of "hesitation" in approaching food (no refusals), no "zero" solutions (when no choice was made during 120 sec). Mice of control (CoEx) population were bred at random.
Behavioral tests. Extrapolation test. The experimental device for testing the extrapolation ability was the opaque open box which contained two reward chambers and the central feeding site. At these locations the mouse could reach a small food cup containing milk through holes (diam. 10 mm). Two identical cups were mounted on the bar in front of the wall (outside the box) and could be slid manually to the lateral feeding sites. One of these cups could be moved to the right, another-to the left from central feeding site. Mice were food and water derived for 15 -16 hours. On the test day individual mouse was placed into the box. Animal started to drink milk from one of the cups via the central opening. After 3 -5 sec of drinking the cup was moved slowly to the right or to the left. The mouse could follow this displacement for 1 -2 cm of the trajectory and then the food cup disappears from its view. The second cup (also containing milk) was moved in the opposite direction staying invisible for an animal (this was performed to balance the odor cues from both sides of the box). The cup from which animal started to drink moved to the respective side opening. The choice of the feeding location (either indicated by perceived movement of the food cup or by chance) was registered as the correct task solution while the cases when animal approached to the opposite side opening was qualified as incorrect solution. If no approach was performed for 120 sec it was qualified as "zero" solution (see above). The experimental session included six trials. The data were presented as the two separate scores-proportions of correct task solutions from the total number of them both for the first task presentation and for six presentations in sum. 107 mice of EX strain (males and females) and 88 mice of CoEX population from F9 were tested for extrapolation ability.
"Puzzle box" test, described in details by Ben-Abdallah et al. [8] , is the modified Light-Dark box, in which the route to the dark compartment (goal box) was via an underpass (4 cm wide, 2 cm deep and 15 cm long). This entrance could be blocked by either wood shavings (burrowing puzzle) or by a T-shaped card-board-plastic plug (plug puzzle). There were 10 stages of the test performed during 3 experimental days. The test started by the simple stages 1 -4 (animal can enter the dark part of the box), the next stages (5 -7) possessed the "cognitive" component, when the underpass was filled by wood shavings to the level of the box floor, then followed stages 8 -9 (in which the underpass was blocked by low weight plug, which mouse could easily lift and put aside in order to penetrate the goal box) and stage 10, in which the wood shaving heap (5 -7 cm high) was placed along the all wall with the underpass (for details see Ben-Abdallah et al., 2012). "Cognitive" component of this task solution was based on the fact that animal should comprehend that if the entrance to the goal box was not seen it still existed. Thus animal have to understand the "object permanence" rule. The group mean time scores for a group of animals (latencies to enter the goal box) were used to measure the task solution success. 41 EX mice and 39 CoEX mice were tested in puzzle box. One half of each group was tested before extrapolation and EPM tests, another half-after these tests.
Elevated plus maze (EPM) was the standard device, placed 28 cm above the floor, arm length-20 cm, open arms width-4.7 cm, closed arms width-5.1 cm, walls 14.2 cm high, the central area-4.7 × 5.1 -4.7 × 5.1 cm. Mouse was placed onto the central platform and allowed to explore the apparatus for 3 min. The behavioral acts evaluated included two traditional variables-time spent in the open-arms and the number of open-arm entriesrisk assessment activities-"head dips" (scanning over the sides of the maze towards the floor), numbers of rearings, grooming episodes and defecation boli. 26 EX mice and 65 CoEX F9 mice were tested in EPM.
Statistics. The significance of the proportions above the chance level was determined using Fisher φ-method. The statistical significance of inter strain differences in puzzle box solution latencies and in EPM variables was assessed by two or one factor ANOVA with post-hoc LSD Fisher test evaluation.
Results
Extrapolation task success in F9 EX and CoEX mice. The proportions of mice which solved the extrapolation task successfully is presented in Table 1 .
The data indicated the slight prevalence of EX mice performance in extrapolation task (statistically non-significant). Note, that these animals belonged to 9 th generation of breeding the best extrapolation performers of the EX strain and still no difference between EX and control mice were detected. Extrapolation scores demonstrated the small prevalence of correct choices in both cohorts (EX and CoE-X) of female mice in comparison to respective male groups (data not presented).
"Puzzle box" test. The results of "puzzle box" test are shown in Figure 1 . The performance of animals in this test is based on fear-anxiety motivation (while extrapolation test performance is possible using food motivation). Thus the solution success in this test could be influenced by handling experience, which ameliores anxiety [9] [10]. EX and CoEX mice, tested in this study, received the moderate handling treatments, during previously applied extrapolation test and in EPM. In order to control handling effect variable two groups of EX and CoEX mice were tested before and after the extrapolation and EPM tests respectively (Figure 1) .
Comparison of these two pairs of curves revealed several subtle differences which were although not statistically significant. Thus the performance of EX and CoEX mice in "puzzle box" test did not depend on plausible differences in anxiety induced by handling and reflect differences in their capacities as plausible changes in cognitive ability which resulted from selection for the extrapolation capacity.
Elevated plus maze test. As mentioned above, the selection program adopted in this study implied the selection for high extrapolation scores and for lack of anxiety signs during the procedure of this test. In earlier selection generations the response to selection for latter trait was evident (see Figure 2) .
EX mice demonstrated the significantly higher tendency for open arms exploration (time in open arms, number of open arm visits and head drippings) and less numbers of grooming episodes in comparison to CoEX mice
In F9 mice the gender differences in EPM scores were found. The time spent in open arms, numbers of visits to open arms and of head dips as well as of grooming episodes were significantly (p < 0.001) higher in EX females in comparison to their males, with no gender differences being found in CoEX mice (data not shown). The gender differences with non-significantly higher scores in F9 EX female mice were mentioned above.
Discussion
The term "animal cognition" is usually vaguely defined by authors [1] and assumes to include phenomena which range from habituation and attention to human speech and its analogues in apes. The ability of animals for spatial learning belongs to the category of cognitive phenomena per se, as they are not based on stimulus-reaction principle of conditioning but involve more complicated mechanisms of spatial map formation. The extrapolation task solution also requires the capacity of elementary logic task solution (as well as the "puzzle box" paradigm).
But no experimental attempts were made to select strain of rats (or mice) for high and low ability to learn spatial tasks. At the same time numerous experimental works proved the existence of genetic differences either among laboratory rodent strains or in animals with artificially changed genotype [11] - [13] . This means that our selection experiment is the only one in which the complicated cognitive trait is selected for high performance values. As mentioned above laboratory mice of inbred strains display low capacity for extrapolation [5] . At the same time mice which had the fused 8 th and 17 th chromosomes (robertsonian translocation) solved this task successfully. This was shown both in mice in which fused chromosomes were transferred to different genetic backgrounds (C57BL/6J and CDF/Lac/Sto) and in mice, in which the translocation of these chromosomes originated from geographically different wild mouse populations [5] .
Learning ability (which is also the cognitive trait) demonstrated inter strain differences as well [14] [15] and successful selection experiments were performed, the Roman High and Low Avoidance rat strains being the most well known example of such selection [16] .
Analysis of behavior in F9 mice which were selected for high extrapolation ability was disappointing as no increase in the correct task solutions proportion was achieved. But the results of "puzzle box" test presentation demonstrated, that EX mice solved this task significantly quicker than mice from control population. It means that the selection process did induce some changes in mouse ability to solve the task, although the relationships of genetic and environmental factors affecting this behavior are not at all simple.
The "coordination" of anxiety and cognitive traits in EX mice was also rather difficult to interpret. The lower anxiety (EPM test) in EX F4 mice looked rather "natural" as our experiment implied the selection against elevated anxiety. The decreased anxiety was seen more conspicuously in EPM test (although mice were selected against anxiety signs during extrapolation test). Although in F9 this difference was much less accentuated-both open arm time and numbers of open arm visits were nonsignificantly different from scores of controls. The effects of selection for nonanxiety trait (wheel running) on EPM anxiety scores was also found in the experiment, described by Jonas et al. [17] . At the same time, authors reported that mice of this strain were more investigative in the open field test, demonstrating both increased locomotion in the center of the arena and the increased rearing activity The increase of anxiety behavior in EPM was found in one of their mouse strains [17] , and the increased rearings and locomotion in the center of the open field as well as higher number of approaches to a novel object were also noted. These data and our result have the feature in common-they demonstrate that the rela-tionship of "cognition-related" behavior and anxiety behavior is rather complicated. The probable explanations of this seemingly contradictory data could be in the complexity of mechanisms, which are used by a mouse brain for cognitive task solution (and the complexity of its genetic basis as well). The non-uniform expression of state anxiety of mice in different experimental contexts could be also the cause of such complex relationships between scores from different tests. The first suggestion (the complex nature of both-anxiety and cognitive behavior) is indirectly supported by numerous data in which the modulation of animal cognition is achieved by genetic manipulation of numerous genes which belong to different signaling cascades and express in different brain areas [18] thus activating them differentially. The second suggestion is supported by several findings, in which the nonuniformity of anxiety traits was demonstrated [19] . Phenotypically similar anxiety traits, observed in different contexts, could be under the control of different neurotransmitter systems [20] . The behavior of EX and CoEX mice of next generations will probably elucidate this issue.
